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About This Game

Rise: 30 Minutes to Extinction

Antarctic Games is a single person Indie Developer, and 30MTE is their first release.

30 Minutes to Extinction is a fun and fast-paced, race against the clock shooter.

Aliens have invaded with one purpose, wipe out humanity!

Alone or with friends, play across multiple maps and modes to defeat the alien horde and save the planet!

Once this is done, survive as long as you can!

If players like this, I will be adding more maps at different styles of location. FREE.

Join the discord https://discord.gg/CWpMeX9
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Title: Rise:30 Minutes to Extinction
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Antarctic Games
Publisher:
Antarctic Games
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 3GHZ dual core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 470

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English
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Should support mouse and keyboard :(. Pixel Shinobi is an interesting stealth action game in which you play a ninja named
Hideaki, who starts out defending his village from bandits and, presumably, goes on to take on the titular demons. The combat is
responsive and satisfying, and there's a crafting aspect as well, for which you can obtain ingredients either by finding them in
the levels or by shopping for them (though, as I mention in the video, the shopping could use some improvements).

For more reviews, as well as Let's Plays, check out my YouTube channel, Gemini Does Games, and if you like what you see,
feel free to support me through donations or Patreon! Links can be found in the video description!

https://youtu.be/Jn9syppYwSA. muitooo bom :DDD. Fresh puzzle mechanisms, great ambiance, compelling story. If you're
looking for action and adventure, go elsewhere. But if you want a great puzzle game to dive into long after the kids are asleep,
this is your stop.. i replayed it a few times but i noticed it felt off from the getgo, its a decent pirate game but it feels a bit more
lackluster than other games of this type, while the dialogue options were there the results you wanted werent, its hard to explain
and best thing you can do is play it yourself within 2 hours. main issue was i wanted to play as a full on anti pirate but most the
story seems to force you into becoming friends with em.

another thing out of curiosity was that there were soooo many female characters, like most the time its a woman your talking to
haha, , but that was just one of the things i noticed compared to other games ive played from this developer not a negative for
me.

i wont give a rating buts its def a play within 2 hours if you wanna be on the safe side so you can still refund if it doesnt meet
expectations. hope you can enjoy your purchase though if you do make it. The Good:

* Great gameplay for such a simple game.
Instead of rushing down the blocks you get more advanced levels to solve.
It's a very fitting game for VR as you can very easily see where the block's will fall down.

* Perfect for those with motion sickness issues!
Or a great game to play while having motion sickness in order to rest without letting go of the Virtual World.

The Bad:

* You can't move the player closer or further from the blocks. VERY annoying and a deal breaker for me. If you are to close
you can't really see the block falling down while looking where to put it. My room is small and I can't really move the chair
away far enough to get a decent view. As the developer added functionality to move the height I believe this issue will be fixed
very soon.

* Extreme lag issues in the main menu.
Lag is probably around 1 frames a second at times. Then all of the sudden it works perfectly. Maybe it's the fog that creates this.

* The price of 6,99\u20ac is to high for such an unpolished and not very beautiful game. It feels more like a 1 dollar mobile
game. The graphics is doing it's job for the gameplay perfectly however, so it's not a dealbreaker.

Conclusion:
It's a game with great gameplay with issues that can be a dealbreaker for some. With some updates it's a pure gem. Keep it on
your wishlist for now.
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Could not stand five minutes of this game (won it in a raffel). so far it's a fun game , very grindy at times but because your army
fights on its own i dont mind the grind. could use some better tool tips at times and the crafting alot of guess work but over all
not to bad . you do get blueprints as drops every now and then . all in all its fun for the cost of it .. Its ok for the price. So if you
like trying indie games without much expectation then perhaps you will find this one worth it for you.. Still in early access and
buckets of fun!

Will there be a multi-player some day?. This game is of a specific genre. I never played X-COM, but a friend in high school
yeeeears back gave me UFO Aftermath, I was addicted. It was sooo awesome. I played Aftershock and Afterlight, and later
played them on Steam. They are constantly driving you to do more, to research more, to plan ahead, strategically and tactically.
Specialize your team, train them, lose some of your soldiers and grieve for them. This game... makes it personal. YOU are on
Mars, YOUR teams have to research and produce, fight, conquer and expand YOUR territory, YOU train them, YOU take care
of them, and it is YOU who lose soldiers in battles.

Just those damn Reticulans from Expedition give you soldiers but no armour.. The absolute worst purchase I have ever made on
STEAM. Do NOT, I beg of you, DO NOT BUY THIS DLC. I don't even know where to start.

1.) When retrieving pots sometimes you just can't. Literally, the prompt will not activate and you will not be able to retrieve the
pot. Ever. If it does this...it's gone. I had an entire string of pots unretrievable. Extremely frustrating.

2.) Controls of the boats. 2 new boats in this DLC that are virtually unusable. It's probably the worst controls I've seen in a game
and I've played a lot of them. Don't even get me started on trying to use the crane... that's a whole other fun time in itself. And
by fun i mean it'll make you want to pull your hair out trying to use it.

3.) It's just overall awful...i'd love to say something postive about the DLC, but there literally is nothing you can say good about
this DLC.

Want crab fishing? Wait for the deadliest catch game later this year to be released. Save your money and forget you ever saw
this DLC.. At first when I was playing this game I was in love, Even the menu to start a new game and load your other ones is
creative and original, I got in thinking it was cool then I got my first spell, a fireball, and when i shot it at a piece of wood i was
in love.

I then got to the first fight with 3 guys in front of me, i shot at them over and over trying to hit them, and when i did they would
die and more would come out, i kept missing my shots so i would have to get closer, i found myself getting all the way up to the
boarder of the map as close as i could to them trying to hit them. The fireballs lets just say were not that satisfying to use.

I stopped playing because of frame issues but after updating drivers I will likely try it again and add to this review.. Awesome!
Great simple little game. Well worth the price.. this game gave me ptsd.

Latest Patch:
Hey guys,

just a small patch, turned down the volume on the enemy footsteps, see if its more to your liking :). Latest Update:
Added auto run (press tab) so you don't wear out your pinkie fingers on the shift key, and a few main menu updates.. Almost
Ready!:
Multiplayer update is almost good to go!

Game play is working, just finishing off the new menu design as well as the armory.

have added two new Enemies, and it should have a new map in the next update.

Thanks for your patience!. New Patch Online:
New patch changing a few things,

Adjusted Tesselation distance to stop the texture pop-in
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Added more melee damage for when you run out of ammo

Game now pauses when in the Map.. Latest Patch out:
Made the crosshair easier to see
Fixed an issue with the bosses keeping aggro after player death
Fixed some of the loot chests moving on impact.
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